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Hard science fiction is a category of science fiction characterized by an emphasis on scientific accuracy. The
term was first used in print in 1957 by P. Schuyler Miller in a review of John W. Campbell's Islands of Space
in the November issue of Astounding Science Fiction. The complementary term soft science fiction, formed
by analogy to hard science fiction, first appeared in the late 1970s.
Hard science fiction - Wikipedia
The literary genre of science fiction is diverse, and its exact definition remains a contested question among
both scholars and devotees. This lack of consensus is reflected in debates about the genre's history,
particularly over determining its exact origins. There are two broad camps of thought, one that identifies the
genre's roots in early fantastical works such as the Sumerian Epic of ...
History of science fiction - Wikipedia
February 25, 2016 By Greg Nuckols. The â€œHypertrophy Rep Rangeâ€• â€“ Fact or Fiction? Is there a
hypertrophy range of 6-15 reps per set that will net you more muscle growth?
The "Hypertrophy Rep Range" â€“ Fact or Fiction? â€¢ Stronger
Science-Fiction und Fantastik. Bevor Fantasy oder Science-Fiction als eigenes Genre Anerkennung fanden,
wurde Fantastik oft (abgrenzend zur Utopie) als Synonym fÃ¼r Science-Fiction verwendet.. Eine Ã¤ltere,
aber immer noch gebrÃ¤uchliche Systematik betrachtet die Fantastik als Gruppe jener literarischen
(filmischen etc.) Werke, in welchen aktuell nicht real erscheinende Elemente vorkommen.
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